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Hey There Senior
My name is meg and i can't wait to meet you

Congratulations! It's your senior and FINAL year before you step out into the big, BIG world.
And I can't think of a better way to commemorate you other than photographing you as you are
in this stage of life. 

Let's capture all the things you're in to. Bands, sports, hobbies, foods... seriously any of the things
you can't live without or what help make who you are I'm here to freeze in time so you can look
back on the sweet, yet sometimes weird, times that are High School.

I know what you're thinking, "I feel weird behind the camera.", or, "I don't really like having my
photo taken.". Well I specialize in making you feel like your best self behind the camera and as for
the not liking having your picture taken, that may be true, but these pictures are most likely for
your parents so you have no say (I'm winking and laughing, but you can't see that). But seriously,
the experience you're about to have isn't going to be as bad as you're thinking. Within 30 minutes
of the shoot, you'll be so comfortable you'll be wondering why you were worried in the first place.

Now, let's talk about how to prepare you for your epic pics...  
1.



Location
Choosing a 

I'm located in Chanute, Kansas
And I have many tride and true places to shoot. My favorite places to shoot are outside, and I'm
always searching for new spots. If you have a place already in mind, please share it with me! I
can't wait to hear where it is! 

Don't live in Chanute? That's okay, I can travel to you! I do have a small traveling fee which is on
page 8 with the pricing. Since I'll be traveling to you, it would be a HUGE favor if you already
have some places picked out since I'm not from the area. But if not, we can always cruise around
and find one! 

Need tips on how to find a spot? If you know what time you're planning to shoot, then make sure
the sun is behind you when you're thinking of a place. Also, shade is my friend! It helps keep the
skin tones even and creamy with no harsh lighting. 2.



Location

Other locations
Another location to consider is my studio. It's located on Main in Chanute and is the perfect
place for headshots or back drop pictures. With two rooms to roam and large windows letting in
natural light, it's sure to make your photos dreamy. 

If you start thinking about your outfits and your location at the same time, the two seem to click.
For instance if you're a baseball player, we could use the baseball field. If you're a book lover, let's
go the library. If you go to Java Junction every day, let's go snap some pics over there. Start
thinking about where you go or how your outfits would go with each location and that should
help you pick where you want your session to take place. 

Choosing a 
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What to Expect
Let's talk about what you

can expect out of this session

After picking a date, I will email you a
contract for your parents to read over
and sign. I don't require a deposit to
save the day, I just ask you pay before
or at the shoot. I accept payment in the
form of cash, check, Venmo, Paypal or
I can send an online invoice that allows
you to pay with card. Just let me know
which option is best for you.  
 I want to know your ideas. If you or
your parents have a Pinterest board,
send it to me! If you have locations or
poses you like, blurt them out! This is
all about you and I want to capture
your uniqueness. 
I love G O L D E N hour. So typically I
plan the time around the evening close
to sunset depending on the package
you choose. 
I typically send 10-15 sneak peeks the
NEXT day. 
 My turn around time for the fully
edited album as of now is two weeks
from the date. You'll be emailed an
online gallery of the images where you
will be able to download high
resolution images. 
Let me know what you want
retouched. If you have a scar that
makes you, you, let me know and I
won't touch it. But if you have opposite
feelings about it, consider it gone! Just
let me know.  
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how to prepare
all the things
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Day before the session:
Drink plenty of water and get lots of rest. Try
not to do anything that will cause
scratches/bruising anywhere that will be seen
on camera. Practice your smile in the mirror
with a wide leg power stance. I know that
sounds silly, but it's a proven fact to boost self
confidence. 

Day of the session: 
Come to the first location in your chosen first
outfit. If it wrinkles easy and needs to be put
on when you get there, then I do have a
changing tent available. If wearing makeup, I
suggest you bring a hand held mirror to do
touch ups during or in the car between
locations. You'll want to bring water, snacks,
lip balm, lint roller, and anything that you
think you'd need for touch ups (i.e. hairspray,
makeup).  

Day after the session:
Like I said before, this is when I send you
fully edited sneak peeks of your bomb photos.
However, if there is something you'd like to
see changed, this is the time to tell me. For
instance, if there is a freckle you like that I
removed, tell me, or vice versa.  You also may
post any sneak peeks to your social media
platforms or send them to loved ones or
friends. They will be in websize, so please
don't have them printed as theey are not
meant for prints at this time. 
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Let's choose Outfits
Have a casual outfit. Something that screams you. Basically, pick out an outfit that you would
normally wear to school, what everyone knows you for because they see you in it 5 times a week. If
it's sweats, then just switch it out for jeans and keep the top. It's the best way to dress up your casual
look. 
Go a little dressier. For outfit numero dos, you can keep those jeans on and choose just a hair nicer
top. Maybe something a little more dressier than what all your friends are used to. These are great
for any resumes or application where you might need a headshot. 
Go all out. If you want a poppin' look that will show stop all yo frans, go ALL out. I mean a dress
with heals or that suit and nice shoes. And I don't mean that sun dress ladies. I mean that elegant
gown from prom that you LOVE or that nice pair of business pants you own. Even slacks give a nice
elegance with a nice button shirt tucked in.

For some of us, we can barely pick out what we are going to wear when
wake up in the morning, let alone what to wear when we get photographed. So I'm here to help out
those humans. And the ones who already have 100 outfits picked out, but now have to narrow it down. 
Here are a few basic ideas when choosing outfits:

1.
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Let's choose

You can always, and should, include your sports/extracurriculars especially if they are important to you. 
Prop or extra outfit ideas usually include, but is definitely not limited to:

Football
Tennis
Cross Country
Basketball

Band
Chess
Drama
Newspaper
Vocal
Pets
Instruments
Books
Dance

Wrestling
Cheerleading 
Track
Soccer
Baseball
Softball

Bring out your own uniqueness. Do you like country music? Wear 
 a country outfit. Do you play guitar? Bring the guitar. Do you find yourself cuddled with a book on
the weekends? Bring the book! I'm serious when I say I want to capture who you are in this stage of
life. So I encourage you to incorporate anything that makes you YOU into this session.

Outfits
4.

Tech devices
Favorite coffee shop
Favorite food/drink
Painting
Drawing
Sports Teams
Cars
Future college gear
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pricingPackages
DELUXE | $500

- Up to 3 Hour Session
- Up to 6 outfits
- 3 Locations

- 65 Fully Edited Photos
- Print Rights
- Online Gallery

Classic | $350
- Up to 2 Hour Session
- Up to 4 outfits
- 2 Locations

- 45 Fully Edited Photos
- Print Rights
- Online Gallery

BASIC | $200
- Up to 1 Hour Session
- Up to 2 outfits
- 1 Location

- 25 Fully Edited Photos
- Print Rights
- Online Gallery

If your location is more than 30 minutes/miles round trip from
Chanute, $1/per mile is added to the cost as a travel fee 8.



Onlinegallery
Once your album is complete, I send you the online
gallery via email. You will make a custom login to access
the gallery and can share it with friends and family, but
only you will have access to high resolution downloads. 

Within the gallery is an online shop where you can
purchase prints. The benefit is I have to approve any
order placed through the shop so that I can carefully
review the image and fix any cropping or make sure the
color is correct. There are also multiple options in the
shop if you don't just want wallets.

I also give you full access to download all the images in
high resolution for free so you can use a print lab of your
choosing if you'd like. 
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Email me what month you're thinking so I can check availability. Let
me know if you're thinking a week day or a weekend. 

Book a date.
Once I send you my available dates, all you have to do is choose
one! No deposit needed, but I do ask you pay the session fee before
the day or bring it to the shoot. 

Think about all the things.
Start those Pinterest boards, because I want to know all the details
you're thinking about! Throughout the waiting time to your session,
please email me what you're thinking for your shoot. Locations,
outfits, any Pinterest pictures are not only welcomed, but
ENCOURAGED!

Are You Ready to book?
If you like what you've read, follow these steps

to get your session booked

Pick a month to do your session. 
When picking a month, think about what outfits you're thinking or
wearing or which locations you like to determine what kind of
weather each month has. Should help deciding which month a
breeze! 

Let me know what you're thinking. 

It's picture day.
Make sure to bring plenty of water and maybe a snack, because we'll
definitely be working up a thirst and possibly an appetite! Oh and
obviously having fun celebrating your SENIOR YEAR! 
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Con
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megrdh06@gmail.com

facebook.com/megsmeedphoto

instagram.com/megsmeedphoto

www.megsmeedphoto.com


